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Abstract: Binary neural networks improve computationally efficiency of deep models with a large margin. However,

there is still a performance gap between a successful full-precision training and binary training. We bring some insights

about why this accuracy drop exists and call for a better understanding of binary network geometry. We start with an-

alyzing full-precision neural networks with ReLU activation and compare it with its binarized version. This comparison

suggests to initialize networks with random bias, a counter-intuitive remedy.

1 Introduction

It is common to use low-bit quantized networks such as Binary Neural Networks (BNNs) [1] to imple-

ment deep neural networks on edge devices such as cell phones, smart wearables, etc. BNNs only keep

the sign of weights and compute the sign of activations {−1,+1} by applying the sign function in the

forward pass. In backward propagation, BNN uses Straight-Through-Estimator (STE) to estimate the

backward gradient through the sign function and update on full-precision weights. The forward and

backward loop of a BNN, therefore, becomes similar to the full-precision neural network with hard

hyperbolic tangent htanh activation. The htanh function is a piece-wise linear version of the nonlinear

hyper-bolic tangent, and is known to be inferior in terms of accuracy compared to ReLU-like activation

function. Although the analysis is based on htanh function, this conclusion equally applies to BNNs

that use STE, a htanh-like, back propagation scheme. Other saturating activations like hyperbolic

tangent and sigmoid commonly applied in recurrent neural networks and attention-based models may

benefit from this resolution as well. Among others, [3] recommends an initialization scheme for bi-

nary weights but ignores the bias term. [2] utilized automatic search techniques on searching different

activation functions. Most top novel activation functions found by the searches have an asymmetric

saturating regime, which is similar to ReLU.

2 Full-precision networks

A typical full-precision neural network block can be described by

xi+1 = ReLU(W ixi + bi)

W i ∈ Rm×n, bi ∈ Rm, xi ∈ Rn, xi+1 ∈ Rm.
(1)

Neural networks are trained using the back-propagation algorithm. Back propagation is composed

of two components i) forward pass and ii) backward propagation. In the forward pass, the loss func-

tion L(.) is evaluated on the current weights, and in backward propagation, gradients and then weights

are updated sequentially.

Assume weight vectors W i
j have unit norm. It is a reasonable assumption when the network has

batch normalization layers in which all neuron responses are normalized, as the magnitude of the

weight vectors does not affect the layer output. The jth neuron response in the (i + 1)th layer are

computed as

xi+1
j =

{
W i

jx
i + bij W i

jx
i + bij > 0

0 W i
jx

i + bij ≤ 0
(2)

First, the input data points xi are projected to the jth row vector of the weight matrix. The dot

product of W i
j and xi are cut by the corresponding bias term bij , i.e. the output xi+1

j is set to zero if

the dot product is smaller than the threshold, see Figure 2 (left panel). A hyper-plane whose normal

direction defined by W i
j divides the input space into two parts: i) activated region (non-saturated

regime) and ii) non-activated region (saturated regime), see Figure 1. If the data point xi falls on the

positive side of a hyper-plane (activated region), the hyper-plane is activated by xi. Consequently,

xi+1
j is positive. Otherwise, xi+1

j equals zero and remains inactive.
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Figure 1: Activated and non-activated regions of ReLU (left panel). Activated region of ReLU at initialization (right
panel)
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Figure 2: Geometric behavior of ReLu during forward pass, trained hyperplanes (left panel) and their geometry (right
panel)

The weight matrix W i of size m× n and the bias vector bi of size m× 1 define m hyper-planes in

the n-dimensional input space, see Figure 2 (right panel).

During backward propagation, the backward gradient update on W i
j and xi are computed using

dL
dW i

j
= dL

dxi+1
j

∗ dxi+1
j

dW i
j

dL
dbij

= dL
dxi+1

j

∗ dxi+1
j

dbij

dL
dxi = dL

dxi+1
j

∗ dxi+1
j

dxi

(3)

For the case of ReLU activation

dxi+1
j

dW i
j

=

{
xi W i

jx
i + bij > 0

0 W i
jx

i + bij ≤ 0
(4)

dxi+1
j

dbij
=

{
1 W i

jx
i + bij > 0

0 W i
jx

i + bij ≤ 0
(5)

dxi+1
j

dxi
=

{
W i

j W i
jx

i + bij > 0

0 W i
jx

i + bij ≤ 0
(6)
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The activation function only allows the gradients from data point on the activated region to back-

ward propagate and update the hyper-plane (4).

From the hyper-plane analysis, we realize that ReLU activation has three ideal properties i) the

diversity of activated regions at initialization, ii) The equality of data points at initialization, iii)

The equality of hyper-planes at initialization which we discuss each property in more details later.

These may explain why ReLU activation outperforms the traditional Hyperbolic tangent or sigmoid

activations. To argue each property, let us suppose that the distribution of the dot products is zero-

centered. This assumption is automatically preserved in neural networks with batch normalization

layer.

i) Region diversity: the activated regions of hyper-planes solely depend on the direction of the weight

vector, which is randomly initialized. This allows different hyper-planes to learn from a different subset

of data points, and ultimately diversifies the backward gradient signal. ii) Data equality: an arbitrary

data point xi, is located on activated regions of approximately half of the total hyper-planes in a

layer. In other words, the backward gradients from all data points can pass through the approximately

same amount of activation function, update hyper-planes, and propagate the gradient. iii) Hyperplane

equality: an arbitrary hyper-plane W i
j , is affected by the backward gradients from approximately 50%

of the total data points. All hyper-planes on average receive the same amount of backward gradients.

Hyper-plane equality speeds up the convergence and facilitates model optimization, see Figure 1 (right

panel).

The performance gap between ReLU activation and htanh activation is caused by their different

activated region distribution, see Figure 3. Clearly, htanh activation is not as good as ReLU in defining

balanced and fair activated regions. However, we analyze each property for htanh as well.

i) Region diversity: activated regions of htanh are not as diverse as ReLU. Activated regions of

htanh cover only the area close to the origin. Assuming Gaussian data, this is a dense area that

the majority of data points are located in.

ii) Data equality: data points are not treated fairly htanh activation function. Data points that

closer to the origin can activate more hyper-planes than the data points far from the origin. If

the magnitude of a data point xi is small enough, it can activate all hyper-planes in the same

layer, see the deep-red region of Figure 3 (right panel). As a consequence, in backward gradients,

few data instances affect all hyper-planes. In other words, the backward gradients from a part of

the training data have a larger impact on model than others. This imbalance ultimately affects

model generalization problem since the model training focuses only on a subset of the training

data points close to the origin.

iii) Hyperplane equality: The initial activated regions should cover a similar-sized subset of the

training data points overall, and this property is shared in both ReLU and htanh activations.

Similar analysis also applies to other activation functions with the zero-centered activated region,

like sigmoid or tanh.

3 Training acceleration

Here we proposed a simple initialization strategy to alleviate the data inequality issue and improve

activated region diversity for the htanh activation relying on our geometric insight described earlier.

We argue bias initialization with a uniform distribution between [−λ, λ], where λ is a hyper-parameter

is a quick remedy. With random bias initialization, the data points that far from the origin can activate

more hyper-planes. If λ > max(‖x‖) + 1, all data points activate approximately the same number of

hyper-planes during backward propagation, so data equality can be achieved. Also, with the diverse

initial activated region, different hyper-planes learn from different subset of training data points.

However, this initialization strategy comes with a drawback. Hyper-plane equality no longer holds

when the biases are not set to zero. Hyper-planes with larger initial bias have less activated data.
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Figure 3: Activated region and non-activated region of htanh activation function(left panel). Activated region of Hard
Tanh at initialization (right panel)

Therefore, choosing the optimal value of λ is a trade-off between the hyper-plane equality and the

data equality. Experiments below shows that the validation curve becomes unsteady if λ value set to

too high. Empirically, with a batch normalization layer, λ ≈ 2 provide a good initial estimate. In this

case, the activated regions covering from −3 to +3, so it allows the gradients from almost all data

points to propagate. Our experiments shows small λ also helps to improve the performance of ResNet

architecture.

4 Numerical Results

The proposed bias initialization method is evaluated on the CIFAR-10. The network architectures

are based on the original implementation of the BNN [1]. We choose the VGG-7 architecture and the

ResNet architecture.

The VGG-7 architecture, is a simple and over-parameterized model for CIFAR 10. This is an ideal

architecture to compare the performance between different activations. Figure 4 confirms that the

random bias initialization strategy helps to reduce the performance gap between htanh and ReLU

activation. A similar effect is observed for ResNet type architectures.
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We also tested the proposed bias initialization on the ResNet-like architecture. The results are

depicted in Figure 4 re-assures that bias initialization improves htanh and pushes it toward ReLU

accuracy, see Table 1.

Table 1: Validation error rate % for full-precision training, λ = 0 coincides with common deterministic initialization

Activations VGG-7 ResNet

ReLU (Baseline) 6.98 9.45
htanh 10.91 10.63
htanh (λ=0.5) 9.99 9.87
htanh (λ=1.0) 9.15 10.47
htanh (λ=1.5) 8.36 10.13
htanh (λ=2.0) 7.98 10.23
htanh (λ=2.5) 7.83 9.84

Binary training that use STE is similar to htanh activation. We expect to observe a similar effect

in BNN training with STE gradient approximator. The validation error rate is summarized in Table 2.

In the Binary VGG-7 experiments, we reduced the accuracy gap between full-precision network with

ReLU activation and BNN from 4% to 1.5%. The bias initialization strategy is effective to close the

gap on binary ResNet architecture by almost 1%, even while the full-precision model even under-fits

on CIFAR10 data.

Table 2: Validation error rate % for Binary training, λ = 0 coincides with common deterministic initialization

λ Binary VGG-7 Binary ResNet

0.0 10.77 23.11
0.5 9.57 22.31
1.0 9.17 22.83
1.5 8.57 22.56
2.0 8.56 22.47
2.5 8.53 22.19
3.0 8.48 22.30

5 Conclusion

We analyzed different geometric behaviour of ReLU activated and hard tanh activated full-precision

neural network. The analysis implies the superior performance of ReLU activation may come from its

three preferred geometric properties, region diversity, data equality and hyper-plane equality. However,

a theoretical investigation is required to prove this claim. We proposed to use random bias initialization

in hard tanh activated neural network to micmic the geometric properties of ReLU. The same analysis

can also apply to binary neural networks with Straight-Through-Estimator back-propagation scheme.

Our numerical experiments confirm our geometric intuition. The CIFAR10 experiments show the

proposed random bias initialization reduces the performance gap between ReLU activation and hard

tanh activation on ResNet and VGG architectures. This initialization strategy improves the binary

neural network performance as well.
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